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I . Total Energy: What's That?

Nuclear reaction rates can be determined in two basic types of

experiment; depending respectively on counting and energy release. A

simple example would be to measure the alpha disintegration rate of a

sample. The number of alpha particles emitted in a given time could be

counted with a charged particle counter or by measuring the helium

released. Alternatively, the energy released could be measured with a

calorimeter and divided by the (known) energy per alpha particle to

arrive at the number of alpha disintegrations per unit time. This

second approach has been exploited to measure (n,y) cross sections of

isotopic targets for which the neutron binding energy (BE) is generally

well known, ranging from roughly 4 to 11 MeV. The total excitation

energy of each compound nucleus formed is computed to good accuracy as:

Ex = En(A/(A + 1)) +BE • : /

where En is the incident neutron energy and A is the atomic mass of

the stationary target nucleus. :

Most I f not al l of the excitation energy appears as a cascade of

prompt (<10~7 seconds) gamma rays and i t is these that are detected.

The efficiency of detection of the gamma rays is typically low and

strongly energy- dependent for equipment dimensions of a few cen-

timeters.
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The Moxon-Rae detector is designed to make its gamma ray detection

efficiency a linearly increasing function of energy, thus making its

counting rate proportional to the total energy for application in the

scheme above. In i ts simplest form, this result is approximated by

counting the electrons emerging from the rear face of a converter

plate. Gamma rays produce electrons nearly uniformly throughout the

converter, with energies distributed below the gamma ray energy. The

f in i te range of the electrons, however, ensures that those reaching the

beck face to be counted come only from a thickness proportional to the

energy. Only the highest energy electrons (^10 MeV) produced near the

front face of the converter penetrate al l the way through i t to b<=

counted. Various improvements to the Moxon-Rae detector's linearity

have been achieved through multilayered arrangements and adjustment of

the converter plate composition.

A.similar proportionality to total energy can be achieved for

gamma ray detectors sensitive throughout their volume, with, correspon-

dingly, a much higher total efficiency. This is done by assigning a

weight (or quantitative importance) to the fraction of the gamma rcy

energy deposited in the detector. This fraction is commonly measured

by sc int i l la t ion counting, leading via a photomultiplier to a digitized

pulse height, thus the process is called pulse height weighting. I f

the pulse height always corresponded to the fu l l energy of the detected

gamma ray, the appropriate weight would just be proportional to the

pulse height and the reciprocal of the detector's gamma ray efficiency

at that energy. As gamma detectors give a fu l l range of pulse heights

up to the incident gamma ray energy (smeared out by a resolution



function) the problem appears at first sight insoluble. Maier-Leibnitz

has shown, however, that a weighting function exists even in this

situation and techniques have been found that allow it to be calculated

stepwise from the pulse height response matrix of a detector system.

The essential feature seems to be a monotonic increase in maximum pulse

height with gamma ray energy. The basic equation is

ZG(I)P(I,EY) = EY

where G(I) is the weighting function for pulse height channel I and

P(I,Ey) is the probability of detecting a pulse in channel I induced by

a gamma ray of energy E . As there are, in principle, no restrictions

on the pulse height channel width, the weighting function is con-

tinouous and can be well represented as a power series in the pulse

height E p

G(Ep) = z ai Epi
i=l

Using such a weight function, the gamma rays from neutron capture

cascades are repeatedly sampled to get a statistically significant

measure of the total gamma ray energy. For one detector the statistics

for an average cascade were about 1.2 times the Poisson counting sta-

tistics. The ratio rose to about 1.6 for a single ground state tran-

sition.

Dividing the total energy estimate by the excitation energy in the

prompt cascade gives the total number of (n,y) reactions and that, com-

bined with the neutron fluence and isotopic sample size gives the cap-



ture probability per nucleus. Many small effects need to be calculated

as with any other system* to arrive at the corrected (n,y) cross section.

•These include electronic deadtime corrections, three measured back-

ground effects, resonance selfprotect!on, Doppler broadening and

elastic scattering in the sample (also inelastic scattering at higher

energies), scattered neutron sensitivity of the detector and sample

impurity corrections.

II . Neutron Capture Cross Sections

A. Measuring Prompt Gamma Ray Yields

The pulse height weighting method has been especially useful

in measuring neutron capture gamma ray yields where the often compli-

cated details of the gamma ray cascades are to be disregarded. Where

the interest is in individual gamma rays, other techniques including

spectrum stripping are usually appropriate although in a few cases

high bias pulse height weighted results have offered advantages.

Liquid scint i l lators based on C6D5 or CsFs have been

used for fast timing (1-2 ns) and insensit ivity to scattered neutrons at

several Van de Graaff accelerators (including ones at Cadarache, France

and Oak Ridge) and at electron linac pulsed neutron sources (including

those at Livermore and Oak Ridge, Gee! in Belgium and Kyoto in

Japan).

B. Resonance Shape Fitt ing to Capture Yields

At the 40 meter installation in Oak Ridge that I am most fami-

l i a r with, a resolution of 0.1 ns/m gives an energy resolution AE/E



(FWHM) down to 1/700, the l imi t set by neutron moderation time. This is

adequate to clearly show up hundreds of narrow p-wave and d-wave reso-

nances never seen before. To cop? with such a flood of data, a non-

linear least squares f i t t i n g program was developed, capable of f i t t ing

single-level resonance parameters for 15 resonances in 500 channels of

capture yield data in less than 10 seconds. Additions to the code to

deal with broad resonances (multiple scattering, scattered neutron sen-

s i t i v i t y of the detector) continue to be made.

C. Strength Functions and Average Capture

At high enough neutron energies, ranging from 5 keV to nearly

1 MeV for different isotopes, individual resonances can not be ade-

quately resolved, yet useful average properties of the resonances can

s t i l l be extracted from the data. Theory provides an over abundance of

free parameters in this case and one is le f t with the unhappy choice of

lopping off some theoretician's pets. The shape and magnitude of

average capture yields below about 120 keV have been f i t ted by non-

linear least squares in many cases with just four free parameters, S^,

Si , Ŝ  and r.y/D0. Even these few often show very high (up to

0.99) correlation (or anti-correlation) coefficients among themselves.

Neutron transmission data and systematic trends with target mass often

help to constrain Ŝ  and S*. Additional parameters such as £ depen-

dent radiative widths, doorway states and other Jv dependent inter-

mediate structure may well be present but indistinguishable in the cap-

ture yield data. The onset of inelastic scattering is usually evident

as a decrease in capture yield above the inelastic threshold, but a



theoretically adequate formulation of this effect involves several more

parameters.

D. Fluctuation Analysis

One further parameter can be squeezed out of the average cap-

ture yield data based on the fluctuations above and below the fitted

strength function average. After averaging over some tens of resonances

the remaining fluctuations are most strongly dependent on the average

level spacing. In the simplified model where Dj = (2J + 1) Do

varies only slowly with energy, Do is proportional to the relative

mean squared deviation of the cross section and the chosen energy inter-

val. The proportionality constant is near 1/2 and weakly dependent on

energy through the relative contributions of each spin and parity to the

capture cross section. For instance, below 10 keV or so the Porter-

Thomas (̂ 2 with v = 1 degree of freedom) s-wave neutron width distri-

bution is dominant, giving a coefficient near v/2 = 1/2. At higher

energies the p-wave contribution becomes important with the coefficient

depending on the number of channel spins contributing to each total spin

J as well as (slightly) on the widths of the spacing and rv. distribu-

tions. This behavior has been used to show that substantial changes in

spacing are present over the 2.5-100 keV neutron energy range for some

targets but not for others. What sort of intermediate structure or

alternative explanation this behavior corresponds to has not been deter-

mined although matching the averaged data by Monte-Carlo simulations

drawn from prescribed distributions has been suggested.



III. Neutron Capture Data in the Larger Scheme of Things

A. Astrophysics and Nucleosynthesis

Current understanding of our universe starts from a brief high

density, high temperature phase dubbed the Big Bang. Most of the matter

proceeding from it consisted of hydrogen (mass 1) and a small fraction

of helium (mass 4). The observed abundances of heavier elements (up to

mass 240 or so) are viewed as products of stellar nucleosynthesis.

Stars, particularly ones much larger than our sun in the course of their

evolution got hot enough to build up the elements up to iron (mass 56 or

58) by charged particle reactions such as (p,y) and (a,y)• Dispersed

into space when the star blew up such heavier material was later incor-

porated in other stars where, at certain stages an appreciable neutron

flux was produced by (p,n) and (a,n) reactions on isotopes such as ^C

and 2 2 N 6 # Through sequences of successive neutron captures (and beta

decays) all the heavier elements up to lead by a slow (10-150 years per

neutron captured) process and past plutonium by a rapid (seconds per

neutron captured) process could be produced. The slow process follows

the path of stability on a chart of the isotopes and predicts quan-

titative relations between observed (isotopic) abundances and average

neutron capture cross sections at neutron energies (15-40 keV typically)

produced at thermal equilibrium inside a star.

While the crucial experiments to check these predictions were done

many years ago, similar data for many more isotopes continue to be

needed in unscrambling the contributions of the rapid (supernova) pro-



cess and the time scales of nucleosynthesis. Currently interest is

returning to the question of the age of our galaxy, as derived from the

extent of radioactive decay of 187R6 to 187QS>

B. Capture Reaction Mechanisms

Data on partial radiative widths, their energy dependence and

correlations with neutron widths provide most of the evidence for

mechanisms such as hard sphere external capture, valence or channel cap-

ture and doorway state mechanisms as detailed by S. F. Mughabghab's talk

at this conference. The pulse height weighting method lends i tse l f most

readily however to determinations of total radiative widths. In special

cases, where the level spacing is particularly wide some partial width

information can also be derived. S. Raman is to speak on such results

applied to giant electromagnetic multipole influences in excited levels

and resonances of the closed shell 208pb system.

Even in the data on total radiative widths significant correlations

have been found, particularly near mass 90, indicating that valence cap-

ture is operating in addition to the stat ist ical compound nucleus mecha-

nism. For very broad resonances, neutron scattering by a sample

followed by capture in the detector contributes to the measured yield

and must be carefully corrected for to avoid a spurious ry vs rn

correlation.

IV. Summary

The total gamma energy detection method has been applied success-



fu l ly to radiative neutron capture cross section measurements. While

many of the isotopic samples studied derive from needs in fission reac-

tor design, the results have contributed importantly to stellar nucleo-

synthesis studies and the elucidation of nuclear reaction mechanisms.

A bibliography is appended, including most of the published papers

reporting neutron capture cross sections measured by the pulse height

weighting technique.
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